Abstract: The effect of wavelet pair choice in the compression of the satellite images is studied. There is a trade-off between compression rate and perception quality. The encoding ratio is used to express the compression rate, and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is also used for the perceptional performance. The PSNR and the encoding ratio are not matched well for the images with various wavelet pairs, but the tendency is remarkable. It is hard to find the pattern of PSNR for sampled images. On the other hand, there is a pattern of the variation range of the encoding ratio for each image. The satellite images have larger values of the encoding ratio than those of nature images (close range images). Depending on the wavelet pairs, the PSNR and the encoding ratio vary as much as 13.2 to 21.6% and 16.8 to 45.5%, respectively for each image. For Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images the encoding ratio varies from 16 to 20% while for the nature images it varies more than 40% depending on the choice of wavelet pairs. The choice of wavelet for the compression affects the nature images more than the satellite images. With the indices such as the PSNR and the encoding ratio, the satellite images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. A new index, energy concentration ratio (ECR) is proposed to investigate the effect of wavelet choice on the satellite image compression. It also shows that the satellite images are less sensitive than the nature images. Nevertheless, the effect of wavelet choice on the satellite image compression varies at least 10% for all three kinds of indices. However, the important of choice of wavelet pairs cannot be ignored.
Introduction
The amounts of remotely sensed images from satellite are getting bigger and bigger The size of data in the modern networked life is really huge. Specially geographical information and position services are essential nowadays. There are massive amount of data transmission every second. The data compression is really important problem and is hot topic. Better compression with high perceptional quality is one of the goal of signal processing.
Wavelet transform was introduced in geophysics since 1980's. Grossman and Morlet decomposed the hardy function (Grossman and Morlet, 1984) . They showed that the oscillatory function can express seismic signals by translation and dilation. The application of wavelets in geophysics is getting wider. Wavelets are used in polar motion analysis, seismic data processing, and gravity potential field (Oh, 2009; Jung and Lee, 2007; Keller, 2004; Kim et al., 2004; Rim et al., 1999) .
Other application can be found in physics, chemistry, genetics, medicine and finance and earth science. For the remote sensed images the wavelet was used in denoising, compression, and classification (Jin et al., 2009; Yoo et al., 2008) .
Data compression is becoming essential in remote sensed image processing to deal with the huge amount of data. The CCSDS (Consultative Committee for Space Data System) recommends the standards for image data compression. The standards are discrete wavelet transform but different in several points with those of JPEG2000 (Garca-Vlchez and Serra-Sagrist, 2009 ). The JPEG2000 uses wavelet techniques.
In this paper we use the separable wavelet basis in image compression. Non separable wavelet is more general in modern image processing because the image is not always rectangle (Vetterli and Kovacevic, 1995) . Although the separable wavelet transform is confined to the rectangle still image, it is used widely because it is easy to manipulate. Many types of satellite image consist of rectangle, hence it is meaningful to develop techniques in dealing with the remote sensed images with separable wavelet bases.
We present the effect of different wavelet basis pairs in the compression of the remote sensed images and nature images. Separable wavelet transform allows us to use different wavelet basis in different direction (Jin et al., 2010) .
The image processing method using wavelet transform divide the image to four frequency band, i.e. LL LH HL HH, two channel band for horizontal and two for vertical direction. Separable 2D wavelet multiresolution analysis usually decomposes an image into 4 parts at the first step and adapts the same algorithm to the LL part at the next step repeatedly. The key point of compression is the degree of the perceptual quality to the human visual system. The perceptual quality is measured by PSNR and MSE in many articles (Cohen et al., 1992; Villasenor et al., 1995; Glasdston et al., 2008) .
The peak signal-to-noise ratio, abbreviated PSNR, represents the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of noise. The index PSNR is commonly used in image compression processing. The PSNR is one of perceptual quality measure and it is objective. It is calculated as follows:
where In the above equation, MSE represents the mean squared error for m×n monochrome image, A, and K · A represents the original image. K is the approximated image to A. If we use LL for K, K is reconstructed image from the subimage LL. max is the maximum possible pixel value of the image (Thomos et al., 2006) . Although the smaller MSE is better and greater PSNR is better for the choice of wavelet function, the MSE and PSNR do not always correlated with the quality as perceived by human eye. At high bit rate compression (≥1 bpp), images with PSNR above 32dB are considered to be perceptually
loseless. At medium and low bit rates, the PSNR does not agree with the quality of the image (Strang and Nguyen, 1996) . Bit allocation and coding will assign many bit to LL so that the compression be more effective.
In satellite images the signal dependant noise can make the PSNR degrade seriously although the image is perceptible. Hence we need to check the processed images subjectively, too (Wang et al., 2004) . Couple of other image quality evaluation index was proposed (Grgic et al., 2001) .
In a lossy compression, there is a tradeoff between compression ratio and image quality. Images with high spectral activity are more difficult to compress. These images usually contain large number of small details and low spatial redundancy.
Choice of wavelet function for coding performance is critical step in image compression which consists of three steps such as choice of basis, quantization, and coding (Vetterli and Kovacevic, 1995) .
Which wavelet shows the maximum PSNR? It depends on the characteristics of wavelets. There are rules associated with wavelet properties such as regularity, vanishing moment, size of support, symmetry, orthogonality. These properties are considered in order to select the right wavelets (Daubechies, 1992; Mallat, 1998) . But there is not yet a representative algorithm to find the best wavelet for image compression.
This choice should be adjusted to image content. The compression performance for images with high spectral activity is fairly insensitive to choice for compression method (Mandal et al., 1996) . On the other hand, coding performances for images with moderate spectral activity are more sensitive to choice of compression method. The best way for choosing wavelet function is to select optimal basis for images with moderate spectral activity.
An algorithm to choose the wavelet pairs making nearly optimal PSNR was suggested and implemented well for some remote sensed images (Jin et al., 2010) . When we use the algorithm up to level three to find the nearly optimal wavelet pair, we got more than 1300 times speed up with less than 0.03% reduction of PSNR. The algorithm was analysed precisely (Jin and Han, 2011) . In those paper only the energy concentration in LL part was considered and no bit allocation and coding algorithm was used.
In this paper we introduce the index, ECR, representing energy concentration in LL. It comes from MSE. It is used to compare the dependence on the choice of wavelet pairs. And we compare the PSNR between the satellite images and nature images for various wavelet pairs. The wavelet compression was implemented in the MatLab software and the EZW (embedded zero tree) is used as a coding method. For another index, the encoding ratio is used to compare the compression efficiency between wavelet pairs. Then the effect of choice of wavelet pairs to the satellite images is compared to the nature images.
Methodology
We calculate the energy distribution for various wavelet pairs for the sample images in experiment 1. Figure 1 shows the sample images. The sample images consist of 2 SAR images, 2 high resolution optical images, and 2 nature images, one scenery and Lenna. The wavelet sets are composed of 9 wavelets in Table 1. Table 1 also shows the abbreviation of wavelets in this paper.
In experiment 2, the PSNRs are calculated and analyzed. The encoding ratio is used to measure the compression efficiency. Those values are calculated and compared in the 4th level, decomposition 4 times.
Experiment 1 Energy Distribution Patterns Depending on the Wavelet Pairs after EZW Encoding
The energy is calculated as follows Energy= (2) The energy of the image is the sum of the squares of wavelet coefficients; it is computed by sub-bands For image compression the energy concentration to the low frequency part is critical in wavelet transform. The low frequency part is again transformed. Those iteration keeps the high energy to the low frequency part so that the compression rate is getting high with high energy retainment. The choice of wavelet pairs can make the energy distribution different. The nearly optimal choice of wavelet pairs was suggested (Jin et al., 2010) . After transform, the encoding method is 
coif: Coiflet, db: Daubechies, sym: Symmelet, bior: Biorthogonal used to make the compression more efficient. The EZW was introduced (Saphiro, 1993) . It is fundamental method to code using the multiresolution characteristics of wavelet transform although more efficient methods such as SPHIT (Set-Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) are developed. We use the EZW encoding and calculate the energy distribution. The energy distribution is expressed in terms of MSE in section 1. Figure 2 shows the distribution of MSE for various wavelet pairs in LL and HH for 6 sample images, 81 wavelet pairs for each image. It's scale and range is referable. The scale difference is more than 10 3 and the maximum and minimum values for the individual images are shown in Table 2 . It shows the huge energy concentration to LL. If we want concentration more energy to LL, we have pick the optimal wavelet pairs. So the lower in the MSE from LL is better while the higher in the MSE from HH is better. For the image 1 the minimum MSE in LL is 870 and the maximum in LL is 1023. We use a new index ECR for the effect of wavelet choice to the satellite image compression.
ECR is for energy concentration ratio and is defined as follows:
It measures the degree of the optimal over worst energy concentration. If the ECR is large there can be big difference in the compression performance. For large ECR value we have to be careful to choose the wavelet pairs. The performance of compression can be degrade for a certain wavelet pair. Table 3 shows ECRs with various wavelet pairs for 6 images. Nature images have larger values than that of SAR images. It means that SAR images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs than the nature images.
The 9 kinds of wavelet filters in Table 1 is used. In MatLab the 'bior nd*nr' represents the vanishing moments in decomposition(nd) and reconstruction(nr) while biorthogonal A · S represents the filter length in analysis (A) and synthesis (S) in other references. As an example 'bior4.4' in MatLab is CDF97 scaled by . The CDF is Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau wavelet (Cohen et al., 1992) . The CDF97 is standard biorthogonal wavelet used in JPEG2000. It is symmetric wavelet with vanishing moment 4 in analysis and synthesis, so named 'bior4.4' in MatLab. The filter length of CDF97 is 9 in analysis and 7 in synthesis, in other words 9 in lowpass and 7 in high pass.
The 9 kinds of wavelet make 81 wavelet pairs to transform each images in Table 4 .
The numbers "1-81" in the x axis are for the wavelet pairs for the image number 1, SAR image.
In Fig. 2 we focused to the pattern for the images. For more precise interpretation we focused one image to see the MSE distribution pattern for various wavelets. Figure 3 represents the mean square error distribution in 4 part i.e. LL, HL, LH and HH. The numbering in the x axis follows to 
Experiment 2
Encoding Ratio and PSNR In Fig. 4 both values PSNR and encoding ratio are fluctuating. The pattern of encoding ratio looks more formative than that of PSNR. A little bit change of an image can make the PSNR small though the image quality is quite acceptable (Grgic et al., 2001) . While the PSNR can represent the compression performance it is so objective. Table 5 shows the maximum and minimum PSNR for images and the wavelet pairs.
We used the encoding ratio denoted by "ENR" for another compression performance such as
Encoding ratio (ENR)= (4)
The lower ENR value means the higher compression ratio. The change of encoding ratio looks more stable. The value seems to depend on the images. We can separate the images by grouping the encoding ratio values in the upper part of Fig. 4 . By contrast it is harder to draw a border line between images with PSNR values in the lower part of Fig. 4 . In each images the value of encoding ratio varies up to 50% or more depending on the choice of wavelet pairs.
The range of PSNR of the satellite images (1-3) are lower than that of nature images (4-6) while the range of encoding ratio of the satellite images (1-3) are 2 Coded file size Number of element originalfile higher than that of natural images (4-6). The sample 1 and 2 are SAR images with a lot of noise. They showed low PSNR and high ENR values. The sample 3 and 4 are optical satellite images with moderate noise and PSNR. The sample 5 and 6 are natural images showing high PSNR and effective compression with low ENR values. Hence the satellite images showed lower compression ratio with lower PSNR than the nature images. The range of encoding ratio variation was 16.8 to 45.5% in Table 6 . For SAR images it showed generally narrow range of encoding ratio variation, 16.8 and 19.7. There were more than 40% differences of encoding ratio in other nature images.
The variation of PSNR was 13.2 to 21.6%. For SAR images it showed narrow range of variation, too. Therefore satellite images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. Despite, the choice of wavelet pairs can make the compression efficient more than at least 10% for satellite images.
The compression performance index PSNR over 30 is hard to perceive the difference between images. Another index ENR can be helpful in picking up the effective wavelet pairs when the PSNR is over 30. Table 7 shows wavelet pairs up to level 4 with maximum and minimum encoding ratio. Without counting the threshold the compression ratio is 1/4 times as level goes one step. The five level menas 2 10 times compression. But every level encoding and quantization is used to concentrate energy to the low frequency part. So the optimal wavelet pairs for the encoded processing can be different to maximum PSNR valued wavelet pairs calculating only the energy concentration in LL without encoding. PSNR tends to increase as level goes up in the lower levels in Fig. 6 . After level 4 the PSNR is decreasing in both images. The decomposition level 4 means low bit rate expression for the images. At high decomposition level it is hard to predict the nearly optimal wavelet pairs in terms of PSNR from the level 1.
On the other hand the ENR is decreasing almost linearly from level 1 to level 5 in Fig. 5 . The lower value of ENR means high compression efficiency so that the compression efficiency is getting better as level goes up. Therefore the ENR can be an index for the choice of wavelet transform pairs.
There is a tradeoff between PSNR and compression ratio. Here the compression ratio was expressed in terms of encoding ratio, the lower encoding ratio higher compression ratio. As level goes up the PSNR Fig. 4 . Encoding ratio and PSNR for the six images with 81 wavelet pairs. is getting lower in the benefit of high compression ratio. The Blue Book CCSDS 122.0-B-1 defined the standard for Image Data Compression (IDC), where the level of wavelet transform was set to three (GarcaVlchez and Serra-Sagrist, 2009 ). Satellite images usually contain large number of small details and low spatial redundancy. It is hard to compress the images with high spectral activity such as remote sensed images. It shows level 4 is maximum for our SAR sample image 1 in Fig. 6 . While the PSNR can represent the compression performance it is so objective. So for SAR images we have to choose the level between level 3 and level 4, although the PSNR in level 4 is greater than that in level 3. Even in the same level the PSNR varies more than 10% depending on the choice of wavelet pairs as in level 4.
Discussion and Conclusions
The effectiveness of wavelet choice for the satellite image compression was reviewed in terms of PSNR. The perceptional performance index PSNR varied more than 10% for the wavelet pair selections. For satellite images the PSNR varied less than for the nature images. It looks like that satellite images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. The PSNR started to decrease from level 4. As the decomposition level goes up we get the high compression ratio with low bit rate. At medium and low bit rates, the PSNR does not agree with the quality of the image (Strang and Nguyen, 1996) .
For satellite images the PSNR varied near 13% while for the nature images it varied near 20%. It means that satellite images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs.
We used a new index ECR, energy concentration ratio, for the effect of wavelet choice to the satellite image compression. It also showed that satellite images are less sensitive than nature images. ECR is based on MSE so that it is very much related to PSNR.
For another compression performance index, the encoding ratio was used and tested. There was strong grouping for images with various kinds of wavelet pairs. The encoding ratio tends to decrease with more compression. The new index varied up to 45% for one image with different wavelet pairs. For satellite images the encoding ratio varied less than for the nature images.
Nature images are really sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. The effect of choice of wavelet was strong in the nature images up to 45% while the effect was in the satellite images more or less 20%. The minimum was still 16.8%, which is not ignorable. Although the satellite images are less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs, it is important to choose proper wavelet pairs for satellite image compression.
(1) With the index PSNR, the SAR images were less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. The encoding ratio was 16.8% for SAR image 1 and 43.6% for image 6, Lena, depending on the choice of wavelet pairs. (2) With the index encoding ratio, the SAR images were also less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. The PSNR was 13.2% for SAR image 1 and 21.6% for image 6, Lena, depending on the choice of wavelet pairs. (3) With the index ECR, energy concentration ratio, satellite images were less sensitive to the choice of wavelet pairs. (4) The variation range of encoding ratio was larger than that of PSNR, 16.8-45.5% vs. 13.2-21.6%. Therefore the encoding ratio can be more useful to pick up the optimal wavelet pairs. (5) When the PSNR is over 30 it is hard to perceive the difference between images. Another index ENR or ECR can be helpful in picking up the effective wavelet pairs when the PSNR is saturated. (6) In general satellite images were less dependant on the choice of wavelet pairs comparing to nature images. Nevertheless, it is important to choose more effective wavelet pairs or not to choose worst wavelet pairs, because it showed at least 10% difference efficiency in all cases with three kinds of index.
